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Project 1- Dillard Department Store Project:
This project was top priority for Eagle Creek because if approved by Dillard’s it would allow the opportunity for 
their products to be sold in store and online. The Gen 1 designs that I developed were approved by Dillards lead-
ing to a request by Dillards to develop a Gen 2 design that maintained the price point of a Gen 1 product. Through 
my experience in the sports industry I selected screen printing to allow to product to “look” more technical with-
out an overall increase to the product cost. This was the �rst time that Eagle Creek opted for screen printing on 
their products and patterns with screen printing are still part of their product line to date.

Project 2-Polycarbonate Shell Development:
Another project that needed an update at Eagle Creek was their hard-shell luggage line. It needed an over-all 
design update as well as sourcing a new supplier. There was also an ongoing cracking issue that needed to be 
resolved and upon review it was determined that the cause was a bad polycarbonate mix as well key areas that 
were too thin due to poor draft angles. Based on this feedback I was able to create a new design that minimized 
the sharp draft angles so that when vacuumed formed the material would keep the correct thickness. The new 
design needed to be simple but have a technical feel with recessed areas for new thick handles as well as new 
wheel components. The �rst piece I redesigned out of the hard-shell luggage line was the international carry on 
which I completed in Illustrator and rhino 3D. I then scaled up the design and modi�ed it for other sizes and a new 
4-wheel design. During this project I interfaced with a new over sea suppler that later became the direct suppler 
for Eagle Creek.

Project 3-Compresion Molded Impact protection: 
With every new Eagle Creek design becoming more technical and closer to outdoor rugged gear there was a 
desire to make sure that the top tier line was redesigned while also staying true to the quality that Eagle Creek was 
known for. With my extensive experience as a designer in the sports industry I had the idea to use compression 
molding with a textured PU/foam to not only o�er a new updated technical look but at the same time o�ering 
impact protection. This compression molded design was used across many di�erent models and is still being used 
in the top tier bags for Eagle Creek today.  



R&D vector patterns to create a screen print that could be used on for a design update. 
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